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1. Discussion 

This document is a response to the Proposal to Encode Two Vietnamese Alternate Reading Marks by 
Lee Collins (WG2 N4915, L2/17-373R). Collins’ document proposes encoding two diacritical marks 

for use with CJK unified ideographs used in Vietnamese Chữ Nôm script: cá  and nháy 𡿨. We have 

reviewed the proposal, and consider that it is problematic, and should not be accepted in its current 
form. 

 

A. Reading Marks 

We accept that these two marks may be used as reading marks, indicating that the character is to be 
read like the base character, but they are certainly not the only reading marks used for Vietnamese. 
Reading marks are also used in China for writing Vietnamese, Zhuang and other minority languages 

using Han ideographs. Other Vietnamese reading marks noted by Chinese scholars include 𠂊 on 

the right of a base character and 厶 on top of a base character (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). The component 

乙 in U+2B86F 𫡯  and other V-source CJK unified ideographs is also a kind of reading mark, as is 

the component  (and variants) on the left side of a character. 

Fig. 1:  Discussion of reading marks in Luó and Xíng 2013 
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Fig. 2:  Examples of reading marks used to create new characters in Luó and Xíng 2013 

 

In particular, a small square mark placed at the top left of an ideograph is also a reading mark, and 
there are dozens of CJK unified ideographs with a single Vietnamese source that use this square 
reading mark (see Fig. 3 for a few examples). In these cases the square reading mark is treated as 

the ‘mouth’ 口 radical, although technically it is not a radical. The square reading mark has a long 

history, and in the 12th-century Tangut-Chinese handbook Pearl in the Palm (番漢合時掌中珠), a 
square reading mark at the top left is used in many Han characters used for transcribing Tangut, 
although in modern scholarship it is treated as a mouth radical. It is also used in Buddhist usage, as 
well as for Cantonese (e.g. in the characters 嗰, 哋, 唥), and for Zhuang, Bai and Miao characters. 

Fig. 3: Excerpt from Code Chart for CJK Unified Ideographs Extension B 
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The component 𡿨 is also treated as a radical by some authors, for example in the 2016 handbook 

of Nom characters used by the Jing people in China (see Fig. 4). 

Fig. 4:  𡿨 Radical in Hé Sīyuán 2016 

 

B. Diacritical Marks or Character Components? 

We do not agree with the assertion that these two marks are diacritical marks. Diacritical marks 
should normally be positioned on top of, below, or to the side of a base character, without affecting 
the graphic form of the base character. However, in printed sources that we have examined, these 
two marks are not positioned to the side of a base ideograph, but are positioned within the 
ideographic box, causing the base character to be compressed laterally to make space for the mark. 
For this reason, many scholars consider these reading marks to be integral components of 
characters they occur in, and building blocks for the construction of new characters. 

The fact that 𡿨 is not a diacritical mark can be seen in the 1872 edition of Truyện Kiều Bản shown 

Fig. 5, where the reading mark 𡿨 occupies the right half of the ideographic square of the character 

⿰立𡿨, and the base character 立 is compressed accordingly. In the Nom Na Tong font provided by 

the Nom Foundation, this character (U+F0865) also shows lateral compression of 立, although the 
reading mark is smaller and the compression of the base character less than in the source edition: 
  (compare 立 in the same font). This means that a combining reading mark cannot be simply 
overlaid on an existing ideograph to produce the correct glyph form, but a font would need 
substitute the sequence of a CJK unified ideograph followed by a combining reading mark with a 
precomposed glyph in which the two components are harmoniously positioned within the same 
ideographic box used for any other CJK unified ideograph. 
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Fig. 5:  Folio 42a of the 1872 edition of Truyện Kiều Bản 

 

Source: http://nomfoundation.org/nom-project/tale-of-kieu/tale-of-kieu-version-1872 

Another example of the lateral compression of the base character to accommodate the reading 
mark 𡿨  can be seen in the example from the 2009 dictionary Từ Điển Chữ Nôm Trích Dẫn shown in 

Fig. 6. Here there are entries for both 意 and ⿰意𡿨, and the 意 component of  ⿰意𡿨 is noticeably 

thinner than 意 as a separate character. Clearly, 𡿨 is not being treated as a diacritical mark 

overlaying the character 意, but as a component in the construction of a new character. 

Note that the character with  corresponding to ⿰意𡿨 was encoded in Ext. C as U+2AB2B 𪬫 (see 

Fig. 7). Likewise, ⿰立𡿨 is also written using the  mark instead of the 𡿨 mark, and was encoded 

in Ext. C as U+2B05E 𫁞. In the case of U+2B05E, not only is the 立 component laterally compressed, 

but it has the special left-side radical form of the character 立. If  was a diacritical mark the base 

character would not take the left-side radical form. 

 

http://nomfoundation.org/nom-project/tale-of-kieu/tale-of-kieu-version-1872
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Fig. 6:  Từ Điển Chữ Nôm Trích Dẫn (Dictionary of Nôm characters with excerpts) p.19 

 

Source: https://www.chunom.org/pages/tdcntd/#19 

 

 

Fig. 7:  Tự Điển Chữ Nôm Dẫn Giải (Dictionary of Nôm Characters with Quotations and 
Annotations) p.58 

 

 

 

https://www.chunom.org/pages/tdcntd/#19
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B. Existing CJK Unified Ideographs with Reading Marks 

There are fifty-seven existing V-source CJK unified ideographs with the reading mark 个,  or 亇 on 

the right side: 31 in Ext. C (2A76A, 2A771, 2A780, 2A7F3, 2A809, 2A849, 2A84D, 2A8F1, 2A932, 
2A938, 2A97E, 2AA6C, 2AAD3, 2AAF6, 2AB2B, 2ABAF, 2ABCA, 2AC07, 2AC30, 2AC55, 2ACA3, 
2AD8F, 2AE04, 2AF86, 2AFF8, 2B05E, 2B1A1, 2B27C, 2B2F6, 2B391, 2B39A); and 26 in Ext. E 
(2B850, 2B896, 2B9E3, 2B9E6, 2BD2C, 2BD9C, 2C086, 2C0A8, 2C192, 2C2C6, 2C2EB, 2C2F1, 2C323, 
2C3BB, 2C3BD, 2C438, 2C4D7, 2C573, 2C57A, 2C5A9, 2C7AE, 2C89E, 2CA3B, 2CA84, 2CABD, 
2CB03). In all cases the reading mark is treated as a component of the character, taking up space in 
the ideographic square, rather than as a diacritical mark appended to the side of the ideographic 

square. Encoding the reading mark  as a combining mark means that there would be two 

different ways of representing the sixty already-encoded characters, and the two representations 
would not be canonically equivalent. 
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2. Conclusion 

There is no fundamental difference between the reading marks  and 𡿨 and other reading marks 

such as the square mark positioned at the top left, and in the same way that the square reading 

mark is treated as a character component for encoding purposes,  and 𡿨 should be treated as 

character components rather than as diacritical marks. 

There is no advantage for font designers to encoding  and 𡿨 as combining diacritical marks 

because they are not diacritical marks but integral character components, and so fonts would still 
need to provide precomposed glyphs for each supported sequence of base ideograph and 
combining mark. 

As fifty-seven V-source CJK unified ideographs with the reading mark 个,  or 亇 have already been 

encoded, encoding a new combining mark for this reading mark would introduce duplicate 
representations which are not canonically equivalent. This would be problematic for searching and 
text processing, and would cause confusion for end users. 

Whilst no V source CJK ideographs that use 𡿨 as a  reading mark have been encoded to date, 

encoding 𡿨 as a combining mark  would still be problematic. We would like to see analysis of how 

many characters incorporate the 𡿨 reading mark. If it is not a very large open-ended number, then 

encoding the characters separately may be preferable to encoding  𡿨 as a combining mark. We 

would also like to see further discussion of other reading marks such as 𠂊 and 厶 , in order to 

better understand the scope and usage of reading marks, and whether other combining marks may 
be required if combining marks are accepted as the solution. 

Encoding combining marks as a method for extending the encoding of CJKV unified ideographs is a 
major innovation, and is a step that should not be taken lightly. We recommend that more extensive 
review of this proposal be carried out by experts on CJKV ideographs, and that the proposal is 
discussed at IRG Meeting 51 in October 2018. We think that there should be consensus among IRG 
members before any combing marks for use with CJK unified ideographs are accepted for encoding 
by UTC or WG2. 
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